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Abstract
Power system is probably the most complex system after our brain. There are different problems to be
solved. In this presentation we will look into two different problems; one is related to wide area control of
power system oscillations and another one is related to how to withstand over voltage in a multi module
HVDC converter. First problem of inter area oscillation damping will be presented with two different
techniques invented and published through two patents. The over voltage sustainability of Half Bridge
MMC will be presented with another invention by injecting optimal amount of 2nd and 4th harmonic
current in the arms of the MMC as circulating current.
First two inventions will show two different control method of inter-area oscillation damping in power
system. The first method will illustrate an adaptive phasor power oscillation damper and the second
method will illustrate on how to separate multiple inter-area modes and control them separately without
affecting each other.
The presentation will be a summary of my three best inventions during my industrial career.
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